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I. INTRODUCTION
In some recent papers [1, 2], it has been shown that unification of the Standard Model
(SM) gauge couplings can be realized without invoking low energy supersymmetry (SUSY).
The unification scale turns out to be close toMGUT ∼ 4×10
16 GeV. Such models are realized
from supersymmetric SU(N) gauge theories in higher dimensions compactified on suitable
orbifolds, and showing that the normalization of U(1)Y can be different from the standard
value of 5/3. One well known example utilizes a value of 4/3 for the hypercharge normaliza-
tion, with SUSY broken at MGUT. An important extension of these ideas implements gauge
and Yukawa coupling unification at MGUT [2]. For instance, with gauge-top quark Yukawa
coupling unification and with SUSY broken atMGUT, the SM Higgs boson mass turns out to
be 135±6 GeV [2]. Somewhat larger values for the Higgs mass, 144±4 GeV, are found with
gauge-bottom quark Yukawa coupling unification [2]. Examples based on split SUSY have
also been discussed [3]. For a discussion of models with low energy SUSY and non-canonical
normalization of U(1)Y , see [4].
Our main goal here is to understand the SM fermion masses and mixings in this framework
by employing a flavor U(1)X symmetry via the Froggatt-Nielsen (FN) mechanism [5]. The
U(1)X symmetry is gauged and has anomalies which are cancelled by the Green-Schwarz
(GS) mechanism [6]. This avoids potential problems which may arise if a global U(1)X
symmetry is employed to implement the FN mechanism. Because the U(1)X anomaly can-
cellations depend on the normalization of U(1)Y , and our models exhibits SUSY at MGUT,
some care is required to realize a consistent framework for the SM fermion masses and mix-
ings in our setup. For viable fermion textures, we follow closely the discussions presented in
Refs. [7, 8, 9]. One of the two scenarios includes vector-like particles with masses close to
MGUT.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly review the FN mechanism
realized with an anomalous U(1)X . The simplest models are discussed in Section III, while
Section IV contains models with additional vector-like particles. Our conclusions are sum-
marized in Section V.
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II. FN MECHANISM AND YUKAWA TEXTURES
The SM fermion masses and mixings can be explained elegantly via the FN mechanism [5]
where an additional flavor dependent global U(1)X symmetry is introduced. To stabilize this
mechanism against quantum gravity corrections, we consider an anomalous gauged U(1)X
symmetry. In a weakly coupled heterotic string theory, there exists an anomalous U(1)X
gauge symmetry where the corresponding anomalies are cancelled by the GS mechanism [6].
For completeness, let us briefly review gauge coupling unification and anomaly cancellations
in weakly coupled heterotic string model building.
The generic four-dimensional Lagrangian in the Einstein metric from four-dimensional
string theories can be written as
L ⊃
∫
d4x
∫
d2θS
{
kC
2
TrC [W
α
CWCα] +
kW
2
TrW [W
α
WWWα] +
kY
4
W αYWY α +
kX
4
W αXWXα +
kXY
2
W αYWXα
}
+H.C. , (1)
where we neglect the overall constant here. The last term is the gauge kinetic mixing term
between U(1)Y and U(1)X . kC , kW , kY , kX and kXY are the Kac-Moody levels for the
gauge symmetries SU(3)C , SU(2)L, U(1)Y , U(1)X and the U(1)Y × U(1)X gauge kinetic
mixing term, respectively. kC and kW are positive integers, kY and kX are positive rational
numbers, and kXY is a rational number. Also, the generators for the non-Abelian gauge
groups are normalized to 1/2 for the fundamental representation. With g−2S denoting the
vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the real part of S, the gauge coupling unification [10, 11]
is given by
kCg
2
C = kWg
2
W = kY g
2
Y = kXg
2
X = kXY g
2
XY = g
2
S , (2)
where gC , gW , gY , gX , and gXY are the gauge couplings for SU(3)C , SU(2)L, U(1)Y , U(1)X
gauge symmetries and the U(1)Y ×U(1)X gauge kinetic mixing term, respectively. In addi-
tion, there exist the following terms for the imaginary part of S (Im(S)) and the gauge field
strengths
L ⊃
∫
d4xIm(S)
{
kC
2
TrC [FC ∧ FC ] +
kW
2
TrW [FW ∧ FW ] +
kY
4
FY ∧ FY +
kX
4
FX ∧ FX +
kXY
2
FX ∧ FY
}
+H.C. . (3)
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The NS-NS two-form field Bµν in four dimensions can couple to the FX as follows:
L ⊃
∫
d4x c0 B ∧ FX , (4)
where c0 is a constant. Because Bµν and Im(S) are dual to each other in four dimensions, we
obtain that Eqs. (3) and (4) can contribute to the gauge anomalies after we contract Bµν and
Im(S). Therefore, the total anomaly cancellations give us the following constraints [10, 11]
ACCX
kC
=
AWWX
kW
=
AY Y X
kY
=
AXXX
3kX
=
AY XX
kY X
=
AGGX
24
, (5)
where ACCX, AWWX, AY Y X , AXXX , and AY XX are the gauge anomalies from the chiral
fermions, and AGGX is gauge-gravity mixed anomaly from the chiral fermions. The last
equality is required to cancel the gauge-gravity mixed anomaly.
We follow the standard notation for the SM left-handed quark doublets, right-handed
up-type quarks, right-handed down-type quarks, left-handed lepton doublets, right-handed
neutrinos, and right-handed leptons by denoting them as qi, u
c
i , d
c
i , li, ν
c
i , and e
c
i , respectively.
To reproduce the observed neutrino masses and mixings, we need at least two, or even three
right-handed neutrinos for the seesaw mechanism [12]. In the former case, one of the left-
handed neutrinos will remain massless, which is consistent with the known data. To be
concrete, we will consider three right-handed neutrinos in this paper. Moreover, since we
consider GUT-scale SUSY breaking, there is one pair of Higgs doublets Hu and Hd close to
the string scale.
To break the U(1)X gauge symmetry, we introduce a flavon field A with U(1)X charge
−1. To preserve SUSY close to the string scale, A can acquire a VEV so that the U(1)X
D-flatness can be realized. It was shown [7, 8] that
0.171 ≤ ǫ ≡
〈A〉
MPl
≤ 0.221 , (6)
where MPl is the reduced Planck scale. Interestingly, ǫ is about the size of the Cabibbo
angle. Note that the X charges of the SM fermions and the Higgs fields are denoted by
appropriate subscripts.
With SUSY broken around MGUT, the SM fermion Yukawa couplings arising from the
holomorphic superpotential at the string scale are given by
− L = yUij
(
A
MPl
)XY Uij
qiu
c
jHu + y
D
ij
(
A
MPl
)XY Dij
qid
c
jHd
+yEij
(
A
MPl
)XYEij
lie
c
jHd + y
N
ij
(
A
MPl
)XY Nij
liν
c
jHu , (7)
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TABLE I: The three quark textures.
Yukawa A B C
Y U


ǫ8 ǫ5 ǫ3
ǫ7 ǫ4 ǫ2
ǫ5 ǫ2 ǫ0




ǫ8 ǫ6 ǫ4
ǫ6 ǫ4 ǫ2
ǫ4 ǫ2 ǫ0




ǫ8 ǫ4 ǫ2
ǫ8 ǫ4 ǫ2
ǫ6 ǫ2 ǫ0


Y D ǫc


ǫ4 ǫ3 ǫ3
ǫ3 ǫ2 ǫ2
ǫ1 ǫ0 ǫ0

 ǫc


ǫ4 ǫ4 ǫ4
ǫ2 ǫ2 ǫ2
ǫ0 ǫ0 ǫ0

 ǫc


ǫ4 ǫ2 ǫ2
ǫ4 ǫ2 ǫ2
ǫ2 ǫ0 ǫ0


where yUij , y
D
ij , y
E
ij , and y
N
ij are order one Yukawa couplings, and XY Uij, XYDij , XY Eij and
XYNij are non-negative integers:
XY Uij = Xqi +Xucj +XHu , XY Dij = Xqi +Xdcj +XHd , (8)
XY Eij = Xli +Xecj +XHd , XY Nij = Xli +Xνcj +XHu . (9)
Our goal is to generate Yukawa textures that can explain the SM fermion masses and
mixings. The quark textures A, B, and C in Table I, with ǫ ≈ 0.2, as copied from [7, 8, 9],
can reproduce the SM quark Yukawa couplings and the CKM quark mixing matrix. And
the following lepton textures can reproduce the neutrino masses and PMNS neutrino mixing
matrix:
Y E ∼ ǫc


ǫ4 ǫ3 ǫ1
ǫ3 ǫ2 ǫ0
ǫ3 ǫ2 ǫ0

 , (10)
MLL ∼
〈Hu〉
2
Ms
ǫ−5


ǫ2 ǫ1 ǫ1
ǫ1 ǫ0 ǫ0
ǫ1 ǫ0 ǫ0

 , (11)
where c is either 0, 1, 2 or 3, and tan β ≡ 〈Hu〉/〈Hd〉 satisfies ǫ
c ∼ ǫ3 tanβ. This neutrino
texture requires some amount of fine-tuning as it generically predicts
sin θ12 ∼ ǫ , ∆m
2
12 ∼ ∆m
2
23 . (12)
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Interestingly, with ǫ as large as 0.2, the amount of fine-tuning needed is not that huge and
this is shown in the computer simulations of [7, 8, 9] with random values for the coefficients.
To obtain the desired textures, the X charge assignments for the SM fermions and Higgs
fields satisfy the following equations
XHu +Xq3 +Xuc3 = 0 , (13a)
Xq2 −Xq3 = 2 , (13b)
Xq1 −Xq3 = 3, 4, 2 , (13c)
Xuc
2
−Xuc
3
= 2 , (13d)
Xuc
1
−Xuc
3
= 5, 4, 6 , (13e)
XHd +Xq3 +Xdc3 = c , (13f)
Xdc
2
−Xdc
3
= 0 , (13g)
Xdc
1
−Xdc
3
= 1, 0, 2 , (13h)
XHd +Xl3 +Xec3 = c , (13i)
Xl2 −Xl3 = 0 , (13j)
Xl1 −Xl2 = 1 . (13k)
Finally, regardless of whether we use texture A, B or C, the following equations always hold:
3XHu +
∑
i
[
Xqi +Xuci
]
= 12 , (14a)
3XHd +
∑
i
[
Xqi +Xdci
]
= 6 + 3c , (14b)
3XHd +
∑
i
[
Xli +Xeci
]
= 6 + 3c . (14c)
III. MODELS WITHOUT EXTRA VECTOR-LIKE PARTICLES
In this paper we assume that kC = kW = 1 because the semi-realistic string models have
so far only been constructed at the Kac-Moody level one for the non-Abelian gauge factors.
Due to the GUT-scale SUSY breaking, we only have the SM as the effective theory below
MGUT. It has been shown [1] that gauge coupling unification can be achieved if we choose
kY =
4
3
, kC = kW = 1 . (15)
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Thus, we shall work with kC = kW = 1.
Before we calculate the gauge anomalies, let us explain our conventions. We define the
anomalous contributions of the chiral fermions as follows:
AABC =
1
2
Trmatter[TATBTC ] , (16)
for Abelian symmetries A, B and C, and
AAAC
TrA[T
a
AT
b
A]
2
=
1
2
Trmatter[T
a
AT
b
ATC ] , (17)
for a non-Abelian symmetry A and an Abelian symmetry C, where TrA is the trace over a
fundamental representation of A. More specifically, the anomalies are given as follows
ACCX =
∑
i
[
2Xqi +Xuci +Xdci
]
, (18a)
AWWX =
∑
i
[3Xqi +Xli] +XHu +XHd , (18b)
AY Y X =
∑
i
[
1
3
Xqi +
8
3
Xuci +
2
3
Xdci +Xli + 2Xeci
]
+XHu +XHd , (18c)
AY XX =
∑
i
[
X2qi − 2X
2
uci
+X2dc −X
2
li
+X2eci
]
+X2Hu −X
2
Hd
, (18d)
AXXX =
∑
i
[
3X3qi +
3
2
X3uci +
3
2
X3dci +X
3
li
+
1
2
X3eci +
1
2
X3νci
]
+X3Hu −X
3
Hd
−
1
2
+ . . . , (18e)
AGGX =
∑
φ
Xφ , (18f)
where AXXX and AGGX also receive contributions from the flavinos and possibly other
superfields as well.
The gauge and gauge-gravity mixed anomalies can be cancelled by the GS mechanism,
as discussed in the previous Section. We will not consider AXXX and AGGX , since these
anomalies can always be cancelled by introducing additional SM singlet superfields which are
charged under U(1)X . These extra superfields can be decoupled from the SM after U(1)X
breaking, which is why we may neglect them. However, we would like to point out that to
explain the SM fermion masses and mixings via the FN mechanism in U(1)X models, the
anomalies AXXX and AGGX are typically on the order of a thousand (O(1000))! To cancel
these anomalies, we have to introduce literally hundreds of SM singlets with suitable U(1)X
charges. It remains to be seen whether such U(1)X models can arise from string theory.
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We will now combine Eq. (5) with above equations to solve for the X charges. First, we
can derive the following equations:
ACCX = −3 (XHu +XHd) +
{
3XHu +
∑
i
[
Xqi +Xuci
]}
+
{
3XHd +
∑
i
[
Xqi +Xdci
]}
= −3 (XHu +XHd) + 18 + 3c , (19)
(
kY −
5
3
)
ACCX = AWWX +AY Y X −
8
3
ACCX
= 2 (XHu +XHd) +
∑
i
[
−2Xqi − 2Xdci + 2Xli + 2Xeci
]
= 2 (XHu +XHd) +
{
3XHd +
∑
i
[
Xli +Xeci
]}
−
{
3XHd +
∑
i
[
Xqi +Xdci
]}
= 2 (XHu +XHd) , (20)
(
kY −
5
3
)
{−3 (XHu +XHd) + 18 + 3c} = 2 (XHu +XHd) ,
XHu +XHd =
(
kY −
5
3
)
(6 + c)
kY − 1
, (21)
AWWX = ACCX ,
XHu +XHd +
∑
i
[3Xqi +Xli] = −3 (XHu +XHd) + 18 + 3c ,
∑
i
[3Xqi +Xli] =
(−kY +
11
3
)(6 + c)
kY − 1
, (22)
ACCX = −3 (XHu +XHd) + 18 + 3c
= −3
(
kY −
5
3
)
(6 + c)
kY − 1
+ 18 + 3c
= 2
6 + c
kY − 1
. (23)
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Eq. (23) tells us that unless kY = 1, which is inconsistent with gauge coupling unification,
we will have contributions to the gauge anomalies from the chiral fermions. This explains
why the GS mechanism is necessary in the first place.
Assuming that all the neutrino Dirac and Majorana matrices are holomorphic due to
SUSY, the ia entry of the Dirac coupling behaves as
YDirac ia ∼ O
(
ǫXHu+Xli+Xνca
)
, (24)
while the ab entry of the Majorana coupling goes as
MRR ab ∼ MsO
(
ǫ
Xνca+Xνcb
)
. (25)
From the seesaw relation [12]
MLL = 〈Hu〉
2YDM
−1
RRY
T
D , (26)
we find
MLL ij ∼
〈Hu〉
2
M−1s
max
ab
[
O
(
ǫXHu+Xli+Xνca
)
O
(
ǫ
−Xνca−Xνcb
)
O
(
ǫ
XHu+Xlj+Xνcb
)]
∼
〈Hu〉
2
M−1s
O
(
ǫ2XHu+Xli+Xlj
)
. (27)
Combining this with the neutrino mass texture ansatz in Eq. (11), we obtain
2XHu + 2Xl1 = −3 , (28a)
2XHu + 2Xl2 = −5 , (28b)
2XHu + 2Xl3 = −5 . (28c)
The only constraints on the X charges of the right-handed neutrinos coming from the
previous analysis are
XHu +Xli +Xνca = nonnegative integer , (29a)
Xνca +Xνcb = nonnegative integer , (29b)
for all i, a and b. This tells us that the X charges of νc are all odd multiples of a half and
that they are all at least 5/2. As the right-handed neutrinos are SM singlets, they do not
contribute to ACCX , AWWX, AY Y X or AY XX . We will only need to know their actual X
charges if we wish to compute AXXX and AGGX .
9
A. Embedded Matter Parity
In accordance with [7, 8, 9], we will assume that matter parity is embedded in the X
charges, although this is not necessary in our models. The even matter parity superfields
have integral X charges and the odd matter parity superfields have X charges which are odd
multiples of 1/2. The flavon and the SUSY breaking sector all have even matter parity. This
simplifies our analysis appreciably because it prevents Higgsino-lepton and axino-flavino-
right-handed neutrino mixings. Matter parity also protects the zero VEV of the right-handed
sneutrinos 1. Without it, we will have to come up with more convoluted explanations for
each of these inconvenient details. Embedding matter parity within U(1)X in this manner
circumvents problems with the nonconservation of global symmetries in quantum gravity.
By making all even matter superfields have X charges which are even, and all odd matter
superfields have X charges which are odd after being multiplied by 2m will also give rise to
matter parity for a positive integer m. This is because we can identify matter parity with
the parity of the X charge multiplied by 2m. Eq. (28) tells us that m has to be odd. One
consequence of our previous requirement is that XHu+XHd has to be an integral multiple of
1
m
, and according to Eq. (21), this can only happen if
m(kY − 53)(6+c)
kY −1
is integral2. In addition,
Eq. (22) tells us that
−(XHu +XHd) = 1 mod 3. (30)
Refs. [7, 8, 9] did not have to deal with this additional constraint even though they assumed
that kY =
5
3
and XHu +XHd = 0 because they did not always insist upon the texture given
in Eq. (10). We present some possible values of kY between 1 and 5/3 in Table II where the
previous two conditions are satisfied.
With matter parity and a hugeM3/2, the lightest SUSY particle (LSP) is both stable and
extremely heavy. This may also give us SUSY dark matter. However, the LSP will overclose
the Universe if they were in thermal equilibrium. Thus, if the LSP does contribute to the
dark matter density, it must be produced non-thermally.
1 A nonzero VEV which is not too tiny will lead to appreciable Higgsino-lepton mixings.
2 This constraint will definitely have to be modified if we add additional superfields which are charged under
the SM as in Section IV.
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TABLE II: Permissible values for kY which are consistent with matter parity.
c kY
0 117 ,
7
5 ,
17
13 ,
5
4 ,
23
19 ,
13
11 ,
29
25 ,
8
7 , . . .
1 1912 ,
47
33 ,
4
3 ,
65
51 ,
37
30 ,
83
69 ,
46
39 ,
101
87 , . . .
2 4327 ,
13
9 ,
61
45 ,
35
27 ,
79
63 ,
11
9 ,
97
81 ,
53
45 , . . .
3 85 ,
19
13 ,
11
8 ,
25
19 ,
14
11 ,
31
25 ,
17
14 ,
37
31 , . . .
TABLE III: The X charge assignments for kY =
4
3 and c = 1 in models without additional vector-
like particles.
Hu Hd Q1 Q2 Q3 U
c
1
Uc
2
Uc
3
Dc
1
Dc
2
Dc
3
L1 L2 L3 Ec1 E
c
2
Ec
3
Nc
1
Nc
2
(Nc
3
) ACCX AYXX kYX
A −6 −1 11
2
9
2
5
2
17
2
11
2
7
2
1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
9
2
7
2
7
2
3
2
1
2
− 3
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
42 101
2
101
84
B −5 −2 13
2
9
2
5
2
13
2
9
2
5
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
7
2
5
2
5
2
7
2
5
2
1
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
42 165
2
55
28
C −7 0 9
2
9
2
5
2
21
2
13
2
9
2
1
2
− 3
2
− 3
2
11
2
9
2
9
2
− 1
2
− 3
2
− 7
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
42 85
2
85
84
B. Solution
We now have enough information to arrive at the X charge assignments in Table III with
kY =
4
3
and c = 1. Other solutions are obtained by adding arbitrary non-negative integers
to the right-handed neutrinos’ X charges and adding some multiples of the corresponding
particles’ hypercharges to their X charges. Only the above solutions are physical, while the
other solutions only amount to a redefinition of X as hypercharge is itself another gauge
symmetry.
Let us note that in order to have AY XX = 0, we will find irrational U(1)X charges for
the SM fermions and Higgs fields since we have a quadratic equation for U(1)X charges.
AY XX = 0 can be realized for rational U(1)X charges of the SM fermions and Higgs fields if
we introduce extra vector-like particles.
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C. Supersymmetry Breaking
Let us assume that a chiral superfield Z is responsible for the GUT-scale SUSY breaking
and that the soft SUSY breaking corrections to the other superfields arise from their direct
couplings to Z. This means that the VEV of F component of Z has to be non-zero, 〈FZ〉 ∼
MPlM3/2, where M3/2 is comparable to the GUT scale. While Z is neutral under the SM
gauge group, it may or may not be neutral under U(1)X . If Z is neutral under U(1)X , it
could be identified with the dilaton field S.
To obtain the SM as the effective theory below the GUT scale, one linear combination
of Hu and H
∗
d has mass around the weak scale, while the orthogonal linear combination of
Hu and H
∗
d , gauginos, sfermions and Higgsinos should have masses around the GUT scale.
Thus, we must make sure that these masses can be generated at the correct scales.
If Z is neutral under U(1)X , we have the following Ka¨hler potential
∫
d4xd2θd2θ
(
ZZ
M2Pl
(
HuHu +HdHd
)
+
Z
MPl
(
A
MPl
)−XHu−XXHd
HuHd
+
ZZ
M2Pl
(
A
MPl
)−XHu−XXHd
HuHd
)
+H.C. , (31)
where we do not display the order one coefficients, the third term gives us the µ term, and
the rest terms give us the scalar Higgs masses. Then we obtain the following “bare” scalar
Higgs mass matrix:
H†u Hd
Hu O
(
M23/2
)
O
(
ǫ−XHu−XHdM23/2
)
H†d O
(
ǫ−XHu−XHdM23/2
)
O
(
M23/2
) . (32)
Note that for −XHu −XHd = 7, we can not have one linear combination of Hu and H
∗
d with
mass around the weak scale.
To solve this problem, we assume that the U(1)X charge for Z is equal to XHu + XHd.
We also assume that 〈FS〉 ∼MPlM3/2. Then the Ka¨hler potential is given by∫
d4xd2θd2θ
((
ZZ
M2Pl
+
SS
M2Pl
)(
HuHu +HdHd
)
+
Z
MPl
HuHd +
ZS
M2Pl
HuHd
)
+H.C. . (33)
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And the scalar Higgs mass matrix becomes
H†u Hd
Hu O
(
M23/2
)
O
(
M23/2
)
H†d O
(
M23/2
)
O
(
M23/2
) . (34)
Thus, we can fine-tune the SUSY breaking soft masses so that one linear combination of
Hu and H
∗
d has mass around the weak scale. We can also show that the non-holomorphic
contributions to the SM Yukawa couplings can be neglected.
The gaugino masses can be generated via Eq. (1), while the squark, slepton, and the
sneutrino masses can be generated via the Ka¨hler potential∫
d4xd2θd2θ
(
ZZ
M2Pl
+
SS
M2Pl
)
φφ+H.C. , (35)
where φ denotes the SM fermion superfields.
IV. MODELS WITH ADDITIONAL SM VECTOR SUPERFIELDS
If there is a single superfield Z that breaks SUSY and is neutral under U(1)X , to obtain
one linear combination of Hu and H
∗
d with mass around the weak scale, we find that
XHu +XHd = 2 . (36)
The soft SUSY breaking mass-squared terms forHuHd are generated from the superpotential
term ZA2HuHd/M
2
P l.
As shown above, to cancel anomalies via the GS mechanism, we now have to introduce
additional superfields which are vector-like under the SM but not under U(1)X . In this case,
we can also have the rational solutions with AY XX = 0. However, the price for adding these
new superfields is that Eqs. (18) will have to be modified and all of the equations that follow
from them, as well as the charge assignments of Table III in general. To give a concrete
example, let us introduce the new superfields H ′u and H
′
d with the SM charges (1, 2)1 and
(1, 2)−1 respectively. To prevent Yukawa couplings with the SM matter superfields, we may
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set their X charges to some non-integral value. The modified anomalies are now:
ACCX =
∑
i
[
2Xqi +Xuci +Xdci
]
, (37a)
AWWX = (XHu +XHd) +
(
XH′u +XH′d
)
+
∑
i
[3Xqi +Xli] , (37b)
AY Y X = (XHu +XHd) +
(
XH′u +XH′d
)
+
∑
i
[
1
3
Xqi +
8
3
Xuci +
2
3
Xdci +Xli + 2Xeci
]
,
(37c)
AY XX = X
2
Hu −X
2
Hd
+X2H′u −X
2
H′
d
+
∑
i
[
X2qi − 2X
2
uci
+X2dc −X
2
li
+X2eci
]
, (37d)
(
kY −
5
3
)
ACCX = AWWX +AY Y X −
8
3
ACCX ,(
kY −
5
3
)
{−3 (XHu +XHd) + 18 + 3c} = 2 (XHu +XHd) + 2
(
XH′u +XH′d
)
,
XH′u +XH′d = −
3kY − 3
2
(XHu +XHd) +
3kY − 5
2
(6 + c) .
(38)
If 1 6 kY < 5/3 and XHu +XHd is non-negative, then XH′u +XH′d is negative. If we want
the scalar H ′ and its superpartner to get a mass from the flavon VEV, we would also want
XH′u + XH′d to be integral. Since Z is neutral under U(1)X , the H
′-ino mass comes from
the Ka¨hler term Z†A†
−XH′u
−XH′
dH ′uH
′
d. This is of order M3/2ǫ
−XH′u
−XH′
d , which is low enough
(∼ ǫ4M3/2) to modify somewhat the gauge coupling unification. In essence, what we have
done is to shift the problem from the Higgs to the Higgs′. So, we have
AWWX = ACCX ,∑
i
[3Xqi +Xli ] =
3kY − 11
2
(XHu +XHd)−
3kY − 11
2
(6 + c) . (39)
We present the solutions with AY XX = 0 to these equations in Table IV.
On the other hand, if we arrange to add full “SU(5)” multiplet superfield pairs and
make their masses of order ǫ4M3/2, the GUT scale is almost the same but the unified gauge
coupling becomes strong. Let us call the additional superfields XL, XDc, XL and XDc
with the SM quantum numbers (1, 2)−1, (3, 1)2/3, (1, 2)1 and (3, 1)−2/3 respectively. The
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TABLE IV: The X charge assignments for kY = 4/3, AY XX = 0, and c = 0 and 2 in models with
H ′u and H
′
d.
field A A B B C C
c = 0 c = 2 c = 0 c = 2 c = 0 c = 2
Hu 3a−
11
6
3a− 25
6
3a − 5
6
3a − 19
6
3a− 17
6
3a− 31
6
Hd −3a +
23
6
−3a+ 37
6
−3a+ 17
6
−3a+ 31
6
−3a + 29
6
−3a + 43
6
H′u
169
72
− 19
3
a 121
90
− 107
15
a 97
72
− 1
3
a − 41
90
− 7
3
a 421
72
− 37
3
a+ 8a2 463
90
− 179
15
a
+8a2 + 32
5
a2 +8a2 + 32
5
a2 +8a2 + 32
5
a2
H′
d
− 457
72
+ 19
3
a − 571
90
+ 107
15
a − 385
72
+ 1
3
a − 409
90
+ 7
3
a − 709
72
+ 37
3
a − 913
90
+ 179
15
a
−8a2 − 32
5
a2 −8a2 − 32
5
a2 −8a2 − 32
5
a2
q1 a+ 3 a+ 3 a + 4 a + 4 a+ 2 a+ 2
q2 a+ 2 a+ 2 a + 2 a + 2 a+ 2 a+ 2
q3 a a a a a a
uc
1
−4a + 41
6
−4a+ 55
6
−4a+ 29
6
−4a+ 43
6
−4a + 53
6
−4a + 67
6
uc
2
−4a + 23
6
−4a+ 37
6
−4a+ 17
6
−4a+ 31
6
−4a + 29
6
−4a + 43
6
uc
3
−4a + 11
6
−4a+ 25
6
−4a+ 5
6
−4a+ 19
6
−4a + 17
6
−4a + 31
6
dc
1
2a− 17
6
2a− 19
6
2a− 17
6
2a − 19
6
2a− 17
6
2a− 19
6
dc
2
2a− 23
6
2a− 25
6
2a− 17
6
2a − 19
6
2a− 29
6
2a− 31
6
dc
3
2a− 23
6
2a− 25
6
2a− 17
6
2a − 19
6
2a− 29
6
2a− 31
6
l1 −3a+
1
3
−3a + 8
3
−3a− 2
3
−3a+ 5
3
−3a + 4
3
−3a + 11
3
l2 −3a−
2
3
−3a + 5
3
−3a− 5
3
−3a+ 2
3
−3a + 1
3
−3a+ 8
3
l3 −3a−
2
3
−3a + 5
3
−3a− 5
3
−3a+ 2
3
−3a + 1
3
−3a+ 8
3
ec
1
6a− 1
6
6a− 17
6
6a+ 11
6
6a − 5
6
6a− 13
6
6a− 29
6
ec
2
6a− 7
6
6a− 23
6
6a + 5
6
6a − 11
6
6a− 19
6
6a− 35
6
ec
3
6a− 19
6
6a− 35
6
6a − 7
6
6a − 23
6
6a− 31
6
6a− 47
6
νc
1
> 5
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
νc
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
νc
3
> 5
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
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anomalies are now:
ACCX = (XXDc +XXDc) +
∑
i
[
2Xqi +Xuci +Xdci
]
, (40a)
AWWX = (XHu +XHd) + (XXL +XXL) +
∑
i
[3Xqi +Xli] , (40b)
AY Y X = (XHu +XHd) + (XXL +XXL) +
2
3
(XXDc +XXDc)+∑
i
[
1
3
Xqi +
8
3
Xuc
i
+
2
3
Xdc
i
+Xli + 2Xeci
]
, (40c)
AY XX = X
2
Hu −X
2
Hd
−X2XL +X
2
XL
+X2XDc −X
2
XDc
+∑
i
[
X2qi − 2X
2
uci
+X2dc −X
2
li
+X2eci
]
, (40d)
ACCX = (XXDc +XXDc)− 3 (XHu +XHd) + 18 + 3c , (41)
(
kY −
5
3
)
[(XXDc +XXDc)− 3 (XHu +XHd) + 18 + 3c]
= 2 (XHu +XHd) + 2 (XXL +XXL)−
8
3
(XXDc +XXDc) , (42)
AWWX = ACCX ,∑
i
[3Xqi +Xli] = −4 (XHu +XHd)− (XXL +XXL) + (XXDc +XXDc) + 18 + 3c .
(43)
To ensure that the fermionic superpartners of XL and XDc have masses of the same
order of magnitude, we require that
XXL +XXL = XXDc +XXDc , (44)
XXL +XXL = XXDc +XXDc = −
3kY − 5
kY − 1
(6 + c) + 3 (XHu +XHd) . (45)
The sum is actually positive for the range of values of kY and XHu +XHd that we are inter-
ested in. This makes a significant difference as the superpotential coupling AXXL+XXLXLXL
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TABLE V: The X charge assignments for kY = 4/3 in the models with XL, XL, XD
c, and XDc.
A B C
Hu 1− c 2− c −c
Hd 1 + c c 2 + c
XL d d d
XL 24 + 3c− d 24 + 3c− d 24 + 3c− d
XDc e e e
XDc 24 + 3c− e 24 + 3c− e 24 + 3c− e
Q1
7
2
9
2
5
2
Q2
5
2
5
2
5
2
Q3
1
2
1
2
1
2
Uc
1
7
2
+ c 3
2
+ c 11
2
+ c
Uc
2
1
2
+ c − 1
2
+ c 3
2
+ c
Uc
3
− 3
2
+ c − 5
2
+ c − 1
2
+ c
Dc
1
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
Dc
2
− 3
2
− 1
2
− 5
2
Dc
3
− 3
2
− 1
2
− 5
2
L1 −
5
2
+ c − 7
2
+ c − 3
2
+ c
L2 −
7
2
+ c − 9
2
+ c − 5
2
+ c
L3 −
7
2
+ c − 9
2
+ c − 5
2
+ c
Ec
1
11
2
− c 15
2
− c 7
2
− c
Ec
2
9
2
− c 13
2
− c 5
2
− c
Ec
3
5
2
− c 9
2
− c 1
2
− c
Nc
1
> 5
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
Nc
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
(Nc
3
) > 5
2
> 5
2
> 5
2
ACCX 36 + 6c 36 + 6c 36 + 6c
and AXXL+XXLXDcXDc are actually allowed provided that the sum is an integer. Unfor-
tunately, the suppression factor is way too large as the sum is typically between 24 and 33.
We list the concrete X charge assignments in Table V.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Gauge coupling unification is a powerful tool for constructing realistic models. We have
considered the SM fermion masses and mixings in theories obtainable from higher dimen-
sional models, in which the SM gauge couplings unify without invoking low energy SUSY at
scales of order 1016 GeV. An anomalous gauged flavor U(1)X symmetry plays an essential
17
role in our analysis. We have shown how this framework can be made compatible with the
observed fermion mass hierarchies and mixings by employing the FN mechanism. Although
low energy SUSY is absent, the latter does play an essential role at MGUT.
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